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Public Liability Insurance Scenario

FULLY INSURED – TRUE OR NOT

Inflated News has been increasingly concerned about the number of bouncy castle hire companies who
have the phrase ‘Fully Insured’ proudly displayed in their advertisements and publicity material.
Whilst, theoretically, this is true you should all be aware that is only you or our staff that are insured.
Once you leave a piece of equipment the onus for liability insurance switches to the Client.

Being conscious of the current ‘claim culture’ we live in Inflated News thought it would be worth
presenting the following scenario to an Insurer and see what the response would be.

‘Bouncy castle hire company delivers unit, sets it up correctly and leaves written operating
instructions. Unfortunate incident, injured party wants to claim. Bouncy castle hire
company tells Client ‘sorry our insurance only covers us’ Client replies ‘Your advertisement
clearly states ‘Fully Insured’ so I thought that I was covered. You should have told me
when I booked’.

Would the onus then fall back on the bouncy castle hire company and if so would the Insurer cover
him or his staff?’

Inflated News received the following advice:

‘Interesting scenario!
Under the Trade Description Act, the words 'fully insured' can be deemed to be misleading and can
cause a considerable legal headache for the operator.

The Public Liability Policy simply indemnifies in an event of an act of 'negligence' that may arise, which
is directly identifiable or proximate, or manifested by the goods sold or supplied, in this case, hire,
erection and/or dismantling of inflatable equipment.

Under no circumstances will the Public and/or Products' Liability accept liability without it being
substantiated that there was a measurable negligence on part of the Insured and/or the Operator.
Further, the policy only protects the owner and hirer of the inflatable and does not extend to provide
'member to member' or the Hirer's own liability arising from their own misuse, which could cause
accident or mishap to their invited guest or users.

Yes, the current litigious culture is such that every possible opportunity will be taken by a party that
can remotely suggest that an accident has occurred to pursue an action, fuelled by the No Win, No Fee
Solicitors.

Even the smallest claim would cost at least £2,000 to dispose of by the Insurers and, in those
circumstances; you will find many insurers settling claims without consent and/or without agreement
from their own insurers, i.e. hirers, just to close the file.

In finality, I would suggest that it should be recommended to the readers that the words 'fully
insured' should be dropped from their brochure and/or advertising and replaced by 'equipment
supplied under full protection of Public Liability Policy'.’
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Having read this reply a number of times it appears to us that there could be a case to answer under
the Trade Descriptions Act.

It is also possible that in the event of any court action arising out of a claim within our initial scenario,
then a judgement or part judgement could be given against the bouncy castle company.
It seems fairly clear that the Insurer would not pay so the bouncy castle company could be left with a
fairly substantial bill to pay.

Inflated News strongly recommends that all bouncy castle companies check their insurance policies and
if in doubt contact your insurer for clarification.
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